
Thursday 9/21/2017  
These are very raw notes from our interviews and usability tests with 5 Officers at CJN office. 
 
Ryan  
 
Everyone whos assigned a shift for the day - not really necessary for everyone  
“It is nice to see whos working with you”  
 
Extra patrol - something suspicious or checking a lot of vacation houses  
Attempt to locate  
Briefing for following shifts  
Intelligence tab - not sure if its ever been used - we usually just send out an email, like if its  
other/misc  
POR - take pics and upload info here  
Warrants - we have multiple  
Comments are really useful for other users  
 
 
Hastings  
We use the same thing, it pulls the scheduling from CJN and inputs it into  
 
 
St.Paul 
“ 5 zipcodes works, i wouldn’t really go past that. “ 
 
Comment on warrants is unclear, it only stays in ebriefing for other users of ebriefing, users 
think it goes back to the warrant angecy but it doesnt.  
“Why cant we close our warrants that we know are not needed” 
I want to be able to hide or close out individual warrants that we get in custody or they are in jail 
or isnt  
 
I dont want to know in three different fields about the same thing i just want a feed about things, 
like  
 
Simplify - its really hard to use ebriefing  
I can read a little line thing, but then i have to click on the link to see the info i really need and its 
cumbersome because i have to make a split second decision.  
I want to know all the different touchpoints we have had with this individual so i can see if im 
going to arrest them.  
Visability of search is clumsy  
Quick search is not quick at all… i have to click through 6 different windows to find what im 
looking for  
Other search works much better,  



 
Craig - looks at it everyday - use it maybe once a rotation 
Trespass notices  
Previous calls  
House watch  
Extra patrols  
Checking warrants  
Communication with other shifts is happening, world of mouth or through CAD, or email  
I use ebriefing very little  
If i can read it and its easy accessible, i will use it.  How can i make that  
Srgnts use it for extra patrols usually, they will email us and input it into ebriefing  
Its so much easier to read it from my email than on ebriefing, ebriefing is so small and it i have 
to kind of hunt for it. 
 
Ted  
Coworkers see it as clumsy so they don’t use it, and they are not mandated  
I don’t know why be aware and use caution are different, be specific  
F.I.s we used to be able to do images and now we can’t, its pretty big for us  
99% it’s for pick up and holds because we are mandated  
Its not being used, coworkers are using email which is great but its not funneling through the 
space (ebriefing) that it should be.  
Displays in geographical form, region of where its happening and expanding into the information 
 
 
Dan 
Pick up and hold - when i click on someone it displays it up top and i have to scroll up to see it, i 
would like to see it full screen so i can see it easily and i dont have to look for it  
Feed style - gives me a paragraph of whats happening and then i can click on it and it will 
expand into a full screen.  
No one uses the PC pick up and hold, they just send an email asking if anyone knows the 
suspect and uploads a pic, assuming its easier for them to just quickly shoot off an email to see 
if anyone knows. 
“If it’s easy we can cut down on emails and get our investigators onboard” 
 
 
“There’s a big training opportunity”  
 
I dont need an email every single time someone comments on my creation or a modification 
maybe theres a spot you can set which ones you want to notify you.  
 
If im sectioning off different zones or districts it needs to be an option because a lot of things 
can change in where they live or where there GFs live etc 
 



If im off duty i have to sift through 10+ emails to figure out the important information and it can 
be really cumbersome  
 
“I don’t want to hide certain things because i might not see it eventually” 
 
There’s no feedback that individuals or items being entered are the same, so there are many 
instances that are just being duplicated in the info boxes. 
 
“I don’t like having to scroll through so much stuff” 
 
There should be no reason to print off a memo or email in this day and age  
 
 
Contextual Inquiry / Usability Test with Whitney  
 
-The disconnect between report writing to duplilcating work in eBriefing is cumbersome.  
-Search option -- the old search is way nicer than the new. The most important thing is 
being able to look up relevant info on specif people or based on specific key words when 
needed. Needing to jump through various windows can be time consuming and a lot of 
extra work and effort. I.e. super nice if just click on case # and that will take her to her 
actual case instead of copy and pasting into multiple windows and screens.  
- data consolidation  
-Would be nice if there was a place where things that needed “follow up” could be placed 
so tidbits of information didn’t get lost in the wind.  
 
-whitney does thing parts are user friendly to an extent.  
- she does use the customization -- tile is nice, sometimes she wants to hide warrent, 
want to filter information by justs hastings.  
 
-she showed me her rollcall emails that she receives. Condensed into chunks/blurbs of 
concise narratives that tell the story. Also, at the bottom, there is a list of people they 
should watch out for for the shift.  
 
Sometimes all they have is a picture of a suspect, or a key term, sometimes part of a 
name, for these, it’s hard to enter eBrief  
 
Sometimes it’s hard to choose a actual catagory for the eBrief item to go into. It might 
apply to multiple catehories under the 16 things, this is when she pointed out “follow up” 
as an option.  
 
 
 
 



General Questions  
 
Whitney -  
Area assignments 

- Would it be possible to delete warrants so we don’t have to see the guy all the time.  
- Man was already in prison. Warrant was still there though, and couldn’t delete it.  

- Two different search bar -- six different clicks to get to where they wanted.  
- Quick search is not quick.  
- If the person shows up and all the helpful information was under there, this would be 

helpful.  
- Put in to get a house checked out…. No feedback. I don’t get an email if anyone 

followed up. Never figure out what happened because went off duty.  
- Some emails I like to get anyways. 
- Received email when my report was modified by someone else.  
- Get the notifications that matter within.  
- Would be off duty for several days, and the would have 12 roll call emails from sup. Will 

have to read all those if I really wanted to get completely caught up. Where is the 
information where I missed it. For whitney this would be in her email.  

- More success as to what is going into it.  
- Dont know what the dispatch or CAD is?  
- eFORM PUSH TO eBRIEIFING.  
- DUPLICATION OF WORK  
- Where you can and can’t transfer from  
- It would be nice to get more DESCRIPT -- don’t know whih to fall under.  
- The phone I have a picture on my phone -- just want to show them.  
- Anything in eBriefing  
- Get a alert Cops alert system.  

 
Ryan (Dakota)- sat in left corner.  

- Check box to check it and make irrelevant warrants disappear. Don’t have to see it  
ATR  
Shift to locate  
House watches  
Extra patrol in the area --- most useful  
Intelligents -- never use -- email.  
Predatory affendor -- picture,  
Area assignments  
Assignment for the day.  
Who is working with you.  
Secretary staff is on their too.  
Only used when you start your day in your car. 
Find out warrents in the are 
 



 
Email -- people  
 
Craig  
 
Underutilization MORE MARKETING.  
Print the email  
eBrief is cluttered and small  
He use eForm. 
Communication between shifts in a different way = word of mouth, CAD, and email.  
So many right now.  
eBrief = log in daily, but acually use it every 6 days.  
Trespass noticies  
Housewatch  
Extrapatrol - it happens through eBrief and EMAIL. Might be a training thing. Email is easier to 
read -- eBried = always there.  
Keep on the be 
Move fast and if I can easy accss that.  
Send me a teletype .  
Stolen car cops alert - di 
Too many steps.  
 
 
Four different boxes for the one guy.  
Click on the link for a person!!!!  
 
 
Ted (right)  
 
Why s be aware and be cautions should matter, what's the  
The warning doesn’t really give you any additional information  
 
In House issues.  
 
How to eliminate 
One scrolling thing, run search criteria, put in name, and get the one scrolling  
 
FI - photographs are no longer able? FI the photograph is helpful. The losing six months.  
 
May put in zip codes for curiosity.  
 
Building on - one thing and scroll through.  
Facebook or twitter feed.  



 
Fields that don’t matter. Only matters for that one guy.  
Visibility of the search is clumsy  
 
Hot sheet - stolen car. Goes into sheet. Reference that. 
Stolen vehicle. Someone  
 
600 people with a dozen things -- rely on email.  
 
JPTE: STPRU: City, roll call information on map, geographic and time 
CRime is about space as well -- little blips on google maps  
 
 
 
  
Dan (right side) 
 
POW - manual entry would be nice. Last know location address. Like to add picture = helpful  
Different district -- may only chane once a year though. 15 zipcodes west to east.  
 
Only mandated one is for pickup and hold.  
Looked at warrants only in the evenings  
 
99% pick up and hold. Top of the screen, scroll up to the top to see it which is cumbersome. Full 
screen one condensed PDF no scrolling for that pickup and hold information.  
 
Hard to see w 
 
Feed type thing would be nice.  
Daily information sheet with a feed. Quick feed with whats going on. Didn’t know there was a 
shooting information (may include  
 
How many emails do we get a day 
 
“hey  this person stole the bike from wallgreens” -- no name, have a picture, doesn’t get into 
briefing. It gets lost  
 
Could be as simple in only the picture…  
Attempt to locate -- easy so people don’t send emails. The targeting ability. Individuals 
communicating. Hey this is where you put it. Stop with the email.  
 
Investigators are doing this in email. But NOT in eBrief  
 



Someone was interested  
 
We can sell it to the investigators  
JUST CUT DOWN EMAILS.  
There is a comment setion actually  
 
Check box == today this distric.  
More sorting and filtering == what’s the most importnant  
 
A guy hangs out here and  
 
Just just got a picture of a car and a  
 
 
Mary 
 
Displaying of different city but only five zip codes  
Search might not be a focus.  
What would we have to do on the entry to stop email? -- no crime analyst.  
Picture paragraph, high level, crime analysist has to do this all day. Why are you ptting this on 
the intranet.  
Clean up and clear. Did you have setting  
 
 
Ability to focus on certain districts. 
Instead of  
 
Email dependance is on email filing.  
 
 
 
Email is a flexible tool -- have the functionality of email but limit  
 


